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Spotlight on…
stackability

RAK Porcelain bring
us Krush & Kerrazzo
RAK Porcelain is adding new colours and textures to its existing range of Rakstone products. The
new additions to the stoneware-like range of porcelain consist of two series called Krush and
Kerrazzo which were designed to complement each other.
The Krush series combines a raw, rustic appearance with soft, watercolour-like hand-applied
colours. The hues and textures of Krush evoke a natural and earthy feel, reminiscent of the beauty of
mother nature.
Inspired by the mythical terrazzo, Kerrazzo represents a seamless blend of raw materials and
sophistication. Delightfully embellished with slivers of porcelain, this series delivers the authenticity
of a traditional process inherited from antiquity. The delicate details of this series can be discovered
on different sized flat and deep plates.

RCR Crystal’s first collection of
stackable tumblers made of EcoCrystal are perfect for professional
settings optimising the precious
space behind the counter. Designed
with an innovative anti-stuck
system, which consists of an inner
reinforced ring that preserves them
from scratches and makes them
durable even after intensive use. The
anti-limescale system prevents the
formation of water residues on the
bottom, preserving their brightness
wash after wash.

Did you know? The Eco-Crystal

tumblers maintain the cocktail
temperature three times longer than
regular glass.

Perfect personalisation

Product focus
Wilmax Oil Bottles

Creating flavour-infused oils has never been easier than with the Wilmax oil
bottles from the brand’s ThermoGlass collection.
Each bottle has a relatively wide neck, allowing vegetables, spices and herbs
to be easily placed inside. The bamboo lid fits snugly to the neck thanks to the
silicone seal. And the cork protects against the introduction of foreign objects
and prevents the mixing of foreign odours and the loss of the infusion aroma.
And, when adding flavoured oil to the dish, spices and herbs will remain inside
the bottle, as they are held back by a special filter spring. They are made of
borosilicate heat-resistant glass, are hygienic and do not absorb foreign odours,
carefully preserving the recipe and flavour of the contents.

wilmax.uk
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Porcel continues to focus on delivering high-quality, creative
and elegant products for various industries – and part of
that is personalising products for clients. There is the option
of adding the client’s logo to the back stamp for existing
collections, creating a brand-new design or even coming up
with an entirely new piece.

Porcel
Masters at crafting standout collections, Porcel’s
porcelain pieces show off
the brilliance of white in
the culinary sense. There
is a selection of collections
decorated with embossing
only or featuring a classic
gold or platinum edge. Some
of their most distinguishing
examples are Maris d’Or, an original
shape that shines on its own; Vivian,
which exquisite embossing gives refinement
and character to the table scape; and White
Tears, finished with an exclusive Porcel technique to achieve its unparalleled texture.

Porcel
(clockwise Vivian, Maris d’Or and
White Tears)

Did you
know?

www.porcel.com

In demand

Top supplier to the high-end hospitality sector,
Valda Goodfellow of G&G Goodfellows, tells
us what their clients are asking for…
“They say what goes around, comes
around and here we are again with
white tableware as the next big
trend, particularly with fine dining
restaurants. Maybe it’s because reactive glaze stoneware has been the
biggest trend for at least the last five
years, and now everyone has it, or
maybe it’s just time for a clean slate!
This time, white tableware needs
to have an added
dimension, be it texture, shape or whiteon-white decoration.
At G & G Goodfellows, we have been
Hering
predicting this for
Berlin
a while, so as you
would expect, we are
ahead of the trend,
with exemplar brands
of this genre being
Hering Berlin, Jacques
Pergay, MontgolMontgolfier fier and Narumi. We
also welcome back
Serax
Serax with its Perfect
Imperfections – a
great example of a
designer’s vision, in
this case Roos van De
Velde.”

Villeroy &
Boch
Made from white premium
porcelain, Villeroy & Boch’s
NewMoon collection
impresses with its
asymmetrical shape.
NewMoon is inspired by
the impressive aura of the
moon which is reflected
by the distinctively clear
yet expressive design.
The extraordinary design
language of the NewMoon
collection offers an exciting
stage for showcasing
striking culinary creations
and caters to the current
trend in gastronomy
towards modern concepts
and unusual shapes.
Meanwhile, Stella
Cosmos combines both
round and oval geometries
with skill giving rise to
something totally new.
With the Stella Cosmo
collection consisting
of the finest, white
premium bone porcelain,
Villeroy & Boch presents
innovative professional
crockery in fascinating
new shapes. Fine dining
is thus redefined in an
extravagant way.

Utopia’s Raw White
is so bang on trend
it’s used in one of
the UK’s most famous eateries, the
Viaduct Bistro in
Coronation Street.
Stella Cosmos

Villeroy & Boch

NewMoon
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Category The Perfect Cup

Koransha
The Animal Series from Koransha
is a gorgeously dramatic choice
for maximum impact. The cup and
saucer work in unison to highlight
the animal print motifs. By placing
the cup onto the saucer, you can
see the patterns reflected on the
animal silhouettes on the saucer –
fun and clever!

www.koranshaus.com

ing
utiful
nslucent
n the flow
paintings.

The Perfect

Cup

With afternoon tea continuing to grow
in popularity, we highlight some lovely
options for the hospitality sector…

Porcel
Porcel has several
gorgeous afternoon
tea options. Grace
includes an elegant cup
with a golden laced pattern adorning
its edges, complemented by a pastel pink saucer
inspired by bobby lace designs. Vivian’s cup
features refined embossing on white porcelain
and can be paired with the matching saucer,
as well as rose and mint alternatives. Meanwhile,
Porcel’s Premium Gold cup and saucer is a chic choice
for any venue.

www.porcel.com

Maxwell and Williams
The Teas & C range from Maxwell and Williams are
true modern-day curiosities. Each with intricate
patterns and bold colours they are real talking points
for the table.

lifetimebrandseurope.com

Nikko
The art of tea culture is taken seriously by the team at Nikko who bring us Hana,
a hand-painted collection. Nikko’s fine bone china is a beautiful pure white base
material used to express delicate gradations of translucent Japanese colours
that allow you to feel the light, fragrance, and even the flow of time in nature,
which is the unique characteristic of Nikko’s hand paintings.

www.nikkoceramics.com
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Trends Luxe

Style statement

Villeroy & Boch

An ode to an era where glamour and luxe were the norm
rather than expected, Villeroy & Boch’s MetroChic is an
exquisite collection for the fine dining sector
Art Deco elements are combined with state-of-the-art
design on fine premium bone porcelain to create a tableware
collection of timeless and consummate elegance. The
geometric black-and-gold decoration on pure white porcelain
gives each item a very distinctive modern-urban look that
lends itself ideally to a wide variety of compositions – round
shapes harmonise with clear, cylindrical contours, deep black
lines meet delicate gold highlights. The premium 20-carat gold
finish is hand-polished and ideally protected by the innovative
“Inglaze Gold” technology that enables the high-quality decor
to sink deep into the glaze during the firing process.
www.villeroy-boch.com

High-end majesty

Living in

Porcel

luxury

With relaxed luxe becoming more and more
popular on the hospitality scene, we highlight some
collections designed to make any setting feel grand…
Zwiesel Glas

Choosing between any of Porcel’s exquisite collections really
is an impossible task – the Portuguese company understands
the brief when it comes to creating high-end, luxurious
collections. In fact, they say it has always been the main
focus at Porcel. Collections such as Auratus OB (pictured) and
Argentatus feature a luxurious decoration created using an
exclusive Porcel technique, offering the client an authentic
and distinct collection. Other collections such as Blue Legacy
and Belle Époque are also excellent choices when wishing to
bring luxury to the table. The first features a wonderful cobalt
blue pattern inspired by traditional Portuguese tiles, whilst the
other combines shiny and matte gold in a blast of delicacy and
splendour.
www.porcel.com

Classic perfection
Zwiesel Glas understands how to create exceptional
glassware, and the Rotation assortment is high-end heaven.
The ensemble includes stem glasses made from Tritan crystal
glass including red wine, Burgundy, white wine and sparkling
wine glasses. The collection’s faceted stems are a particular
highlight, while the glass itself retains a classical look. Zwiesel
says the result is “an exciting, modern blend of sophisticated
and minimalist design. Perfect for serving wines and cocktails
in hotels, bars and restaurants with utter sparkle.”
www.zwiesel-glas.com

Essential elegance
RCR

Amefa

RCR’s Essential assortment has been designed for modern
and minimalist table décor – perfect for today’s relaxed luxe
vibe. The flat bottom holds the wine in a trapezoid, typical of
modern table settings while the refined design facilitates the
sliding of the liquid during tasting and gives the glass a soft,
elegant silhouette.
www.rcrcrystal.com

An example of
refinement
The Pix’Elle 3D range from Couzon is made of high-quality
18-10 stainless steel and has a polished-mirror finish. Elegance
enhanced with a graphic pattern on the handle to give this
refined product a sparkling effect. Like a jewel, the Pix’Elle 3D
range brings a sparkle to your table.
www.amefa.com
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